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the Gestapo and resisters backed by the French Forces of the
Interior, organized under General Koenig.
The foundations of the Vichy regime shifted, in this way,
from year to year, and melted away as they shifted. There was
a steady drift away from defeatism and reluctant collaboration
towards attentisme, and from attentisme towards resistance. Both
at Vichy and in Paris the variegated shades of attitude towards
current problems serve as a particularly vivid warning against
regarding the characteristics and problems of the Third
Republic as springing from its political constitution or even
from democracy. Political, social, and personal divisions, even
among collaborators under the shadow of la lanterne, wrere as
great as any known in the Third Republic. Maurras contended
that collaboration was the penalty of defeat and past errors;
Deat that it was morally right and politically wise; Doriot,
that it was a practical necessity in the fight against Bolshevism;
Laval, that it was simply the best bargain in the market at the
moment, but one to be haggled over as much as possible. The
unitary ideas of Fascism became ridiculous when the various
Fascist groups, agreed on the need for a parti unique, each
refused to drop the claim that its own group must be the basis
for such a party. The multitude of legions formed by these
groups made the single-party State a lafrangaise both impossible
and absurd. Extreme individualism and the shuffling group-
system are clearly endemic in French life, and not the by-
products of an unsatisfactory parliamentary system.
The Provisional Governments
Just as the Vichy regime passed through a series of different
phases, so did its rival, the movement founded in June 1940 by
General de Gaulle. On the day after Marshal Petain asked
Germany for an armistice, de Gaulle broadcast from London
an appeal for all French men and women who wanted to carry
on the fight to get in touch with him in London. With the
response to this appeal he formed the Free French Movement.
In August it was recognized by the British Government as a
fighting organization of Frenchmen which would be given

